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A NEW MEASUREMENT OF THE RADIATIVE Ke3BRANCHING RATIO AND PHOTON SPECTRUM�Douglas R. Bergmanfor the KTeV CollaborationDepartment of Physis and Astronomy, Rutgers University136 Frelinghuysen Rd, Pisataway NJ 08854, USA(Reeived June 2, 2000)We present a preliminary report on a new measurement of the ra-diative Ke3branhing ratio and the �rst study of the photon spetrumin this deay. We �nd BR(Ke3 ; E� > 30 GeV; ��e > 20Æ)=BR(Ke3) =0:911 � 0:009(stat.)+0:021�0:010(syst.)%. Our measurement of the spetrum isonsistent with inner bremsstrahlung only as the soure of photons at the2� level.PACS numbers: 13.20.EbA good understanding of radiative Ke3 (KL ! ��e��e) deays is im-portant for many analyses in preision neutral kaon experiments. The deayis interesting in its own right as a test of Current Algebra (CA) and Chi-ral Perturbation Theory (�PT) models of kaon struture. These modelspredit the size of the diret emission (DE) omponent, where the photonomes diretly from the deay vertex, with respet to the dominant InternalBremsstrahlung (IB) omponent, where the photon omes from one of theexternal partiles. CA predits a DE omponent of about 1% [1℄, whereas�PT predits a smaller DE omponent at the tenth of a perent level [3℄.The measurement desribed here was preformed using the KTeV dete-tor at Fermilab, shown in �gure 1, whih was designed to measure "0=".Two nearly parallel beams of K0 are produed by the 800 GeV Tevatronproton beam on a Beryllium target, with ollimators well upstream of thedeay region allowing the KS omponent to die away. (The KS regeneratorused in "0=" was removed for this data.) Deay produts are analyzed witha spetrometer onsisting of four drift hambers and an analysis magnet.Following the spetrometer is a pure CsI eletromagneti alorimeter and amuon �lter.� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2133)
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Fig. 1. The KTeV detetor.The strategy used in the analysis is to identify an inlusive Ke3 sample,then identify a subsample ontaining one photon. The Ke3 sample is de�nedby requiring exatly two traks in the spetrometer. The X and Y proje-tions of the traks are mathed using lusters in the alorimeter, implyingone luster per trak. Partile identi�ation is performed by omparing themomentum in the spetrometer with the energy in the alorimeter. The ele-tron must have 0:95 < E=P < 1:1, the pion, E=P < 0:7. The momentum ofeah trak must be above 7 GeV to make the muon �lter e�ient, and hitsin the muon �lter, or any other veto detetor, kill the event. Kinematiallydisallowed events are removed as well. Fiduial uts are plaed on all traksand lusters to restrit events to well understood parts of the detetor. K�3bakground events are eliminated by removing kinematially allowed eventunder the K�3 ansatz. The two-fold ambiguity in the reonstruted kaonmomentum is resolved by taking the more likely solution for a given pairusing MC generated distributions for allowed solution pairs.With the inlusive Ke3 sample in hand, a subsample of events with onephoton andidate is isolated. A photon andidate appears as a luster in thealorimeter unonneted with a trak. The luster must be more that 8 maway from the eletron and 40 m away from the pion, to avoid fake extralusters aused by shower �utuations, whih for pions espeially, are poorlyunderstood. The luster must have an energy of 3 GeV, and pass a shape �2ut for being a luster from a single, eletromagneti shower. There mustbe only one luster satisfying a looser set of andidate uts (30 m from thepion and 1 GeV on the energy). The di�erene in the de�nition of lustersfor the �nal photon sample and for vetoing an event leads to a orretion,as the MC veto rate is lower than observed in data.



A New Measurement of the Radiative Ke3 : : : 2135The data for this sample was taken at a low rate reduing the problemof aidental photons. The e�et is still important however, so an aidentaltrigger was used to sample the state of the detetor at arbitrary times. Theseevents were overlayed on MC generated events to aurately model the data.In all, aidentals ontribute about 4% to the photoni subsample.It has beome ustomary to ut on the photon energy in the kaon Centerof Momentum frame (CM) and on the angle between the photon and theeletron in that frame. The �rst ut is neessary sine the radiative branh-ing ratio is IR divergent in the photon energy, yet experiments are alwayslimited by detetion e�ieny to some minimum energy. The seond utremoves external bremsstrahlung radiation whih is very highly orrelatedwith the eletron diretion. Standard uts at 30 MeV and 20 degrees areused, though KTeV is sensitive to signi�antly lower values in both ases.The measured branhing ratio is simply de�ned� (Ke3 ; E� > 30 GeV; ��e > 20Æ)� (Ke3) = N(Ke3)N(Ke3) A(Ke3)A(Ke3)= 0:911 � 0:009(stat)+0:021�0:011(syst)% ;where the samples used in the alulation are as followsData MC Gen. MC Anal. Aept.Ke3, no BG sub. 5760880 187408000 19979000 0.106612(23)Ke3, BG sub. 5760140Ke3 , (20,30), no BG sub. 15575 1750190 55262 0.03158(13)Ke3 , (20,30), veto orr. 55848 0.03191(13)Ke3 , (20,30), BG sub. 15379Systemati unertainties ome from disagreements various data and MCdistributions (0.004%), variation of the answer with the value of the E ut(+0:019�0:005%), the unertainty in the Ke3 form fator (0.007%) and the uner-tainty on the veto orretion (0.005%) for a total systemati unertainty of+0:021�0:010%. The veto orretion is small, 1%, but known only to 20% of itself.The observed branhing ratio is onsistent with the previous measure-ment by NA31 [4℄, while onsiderably lower than both the CA (FFS [1℄ andDonel [2℄) and �PT preditions, as shown in �gure 2.
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Fig. 2. A omparison of the BR result with other reent measurements and predi-tions.Fearing et al. [1℄ give a phenomenologial model of DE whih was usedto study the photon energy spetrum. They give the matrix element forKe3 in the soft-kaon approximation asT (Ke3) = TIB+ CM2 (" � lQ � k � " �Ql � k) + DM2 ("����"�l�Q�k�) ;whereM is the kaon mass, " is photon polarization, l is the eletron�neutrinourrent vetor, k is the photon momentum and Q is the pion momentum.Terms (A and B) with the kaon momentum replaing the pion momentumbeen left out in this approximation.The photon spetrum was generated at a lattie of points in CD spaeand ompared to the aeptane-orreted spetrum seen in the data. Theomparisons used photons with CM energy between 25 MeV and 200 MeVand more than 5 degrees in the CM from the eletron. The lattie of om-parison points is not aligned with the CD axes so the �2 values of theomparisons were �t to forth degree polynomials along rows, and the result-ing �t parameters were themselves �t in the orthogonal diretion. These�ts serve as an interpolation between the measured points and allow thegeneration of � ontours in the CD plane.



A New Measurement of the Radiative Ke3 : : : 2137The photon spetrum omparisons at two lattie points, the best point(left) and the IB-only point (right), are shown in �gure 3. The most signi�-ant di�erene between the two is a slight hardening of the photon spetrumin the 50�100 MeV region.

Fig. 3. Data/MC omparisons of the E� spetrum at the best C 0D0 point and atthe IB-only point.The 1� and 2� ontours generated from interpolation in the CD frameare shown in �gure 4. The ontours are ompletely ontained within thesimulated domain. The result is di�erent from the IB-only spetrum at the2� level, whih is too small to allow one to laim to have seen DE in thismode, but is entiingly similar to the di�erene between the branhing ratiomeasurement and theoretial preditions.
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Fig. 4. The �rst two onstant � ontours of the �t/interpolated �2 surfae as afuntion of CD. The box shows the bin the lowest value.REFERENCES[1℄ H. Fearing et al., Phys. Rev. D2, 542 (1970).[2℄ M.G. Donel, Phys. Lett. B32, 623 (1970).[3℄ J. Bijnens et al., Semileptoni kaon deays in hiral perturbation theory,hep-ph/9208204.[4℄ F. Leber et al., Phys. Lett. B369, 69 (1996).


